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Abstract

To provide e�ective information services in the highly
resource constrained and dynamically changing mobile
computing environment� we device intelligent caching
techniques for responsive mobile data access in general�
and mobile Web browsing in particular� Our techniques
take into account unique characteristics of mobile en�
vironment such as personalized information preference�
mobility schedule� access pattern� as well as the possibil�
ity of receiving data from a broadcast channel� These
factors are captured and re�ected in a data valuation
function and associated algorithms for cache admission
and replacement� Preliminary implementation and eval�
uation results demonstrate that our techniques are quite
e�ective in general and especially e�ective when a user
is browsing up and down a document tree rather then
simply meandering around�

�� Introduction

Mobile computing is characterized by the highly re�
source limited nature of the mobile host� relatively low
bandwidth of the wireless communication link� and the
dynamically changing environment ��� ��� The operat�
ing condition of a mobile host is constantly subject to
resource availability� changing mobile support stations
and connection status� as well as terrain and weather�
To provide e�ective information services in such a de�
manding environment is undoubtedly a great challenge
to information system designers ����� Our goal is to de�
velop enabling technologies for building e�ective mobile
information systems� In this paper� we discuss intelligent
caching techniques for responsive mobile data access in
general� and mobile Web browsing in particular�
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By taking into account unique characteristics of mo�
bile environment such as personalized information pref�
erence� mobility schedule� access pattern� as well as the
possibility of receiving data from a broadcast channel�
we propose a data valuation function specially tailored
for mobile environment as the basis for caching decision�
The function naturally leads to cache admission and re�
placement algorithms which are more e	cient and better
suited for mobile environment than traditional caching
algorithms� Preliminary implementation and evaluation
results demonstrate that our techniques are quite e�ec�
tive in general and especially e�ective when a user is
browsing up and down a document tree rather then sim�
ply meandering around�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Sec�

tion 
 provides a background survey of related issues
and research work� Section � presents the data valua�
tion function and the caching algorithms� A preliminary
implementation of our techniques using Windows DDE
�Dynamic Data Exchange and the Netscape browser is
discussed in Section �� Section � concludes the paper�

�� Related Work

Caching techniques have been used to improve data
access e	ciency at both hardware and software levels ����
For resource constrained mobile environment� caching is
almost a must than an option� It is especially essential
in the support of mobile information access in general
and mobile Web browsing ��� ��� as well as disconnected
operation ��� ��� in particular� Sistla� Wofson and Huang
���� investigate various static and dynamic data alloca�
tion methods on both connection based networks and
message based networks in order to minimize communi�
cation cost through caching� Barbar�a and Imielinski �
�
studied the e�ects of disconnection and mobility on mo�
bile clients and proposed a taxonomy of di�erent cache
invalidation strategies� They showed that for frequently
disconnected clients the best strategy is based on signa�



ture while for clients which are connected most of the
time� the best strategy is based on the periodic broad�
cast of changed data� This is an important result which
demonstrates that access patterns play a critical role in
the selection of caching strategies� WebExpress ��� opti�
mizes Web browsing from both protocol and application
levels by adding complementary client and server pieces�
It allows customizable caching and refreshing strategies
such that favorite pages can be instructed to stay in the
cache without being replaced� Bestavros� et� al� ���
use real trace data to analyze the e�ect of application�
level document caching on the Web� The WATCHMAN
system ��
� employs a pro�t evaluation function to de�
termine the value of data objects as the basis for caching
decisions in a data warehouse environment� Arens and
Knoblock use a knowledge representation system to rep�
resent and reasoning about caching strategies and cached
information ���� Another focus of caching in mobile en�
vironment is the so�called energy�e	cient caching ���� in
which the conservation of battery power is the primary
concern�

�� The Intelligent Caching Scheme

In general� the design of a caching scheme must con�
sider� among other things� the following three major is�
sues for making proper caching decision�

� cache admission control�

� cache replacement policy� and

� cache coherence protocol�

The design of our caching scheme is driven by the unique
characteristics and constraint imposed by the mobile
computing environment� In particular� the value of a
data object O is determined using a data valuation func�
tion which takes into account frequency of access� data
size� its relationship with other objects� as well as the
possibility of receiving data from the broadcast channel�
More speci�cally� we use a set of parameters to charac�
terize various aspects related to the caching of a data
object O as follows�

� The number of times O is cached�
f The number of times O is accessed�
S The size of the object�
T The time O is in the cache�
� The distance between O and the docu�

ment root�
� The frequency of server broadcasting O�
Max The largest possible data valuation value�

Then the data valuation is de�ned as follows�

value�O � � � �

� �
� � f

S � T

� �
�

� � �

� �

�
Max if O is designated for retainment
� otherwise

The basic ideas underlying the formulation of the func�
tion are�

� The more frequent an object is accessed or cached�
the more likely that it will be reused again�

� Prefer smaller objects to facilitate the variety of
browsing or access targets�

� The longer the same object stays in the cache� the
more likely that it is a stale version� In other words�
we prefer newly cached than older objects�

� We allow the users to designate that certain impor�
tant objects be retained in the cache without being
replaced�

� For tree browsing pattern� prefer documents closer
to the root than leaves since in most cases� leaf doc�
uments are visited only once while documents closer
to the root are repeatedly visited�

� If an object is frequently broadcast in the broadcast
channel� there is no need to keep the object in the
cache since we can always get the newest version
from the air�

The admission and replacement of data objects in the
cache can now be proceeded as follows�

�� With available space� cache as many objects as pos�
sible�


� Allocate a cache record for each object that has been
cached to record the various parameters need for
data valuation�

�� When there is not enough space for the caching of a
new object� use the data valuation function to deter�
mine the value of the new object with respect to the
cached objects� If the new object is more valuable�
then select cached objects which have lower value
than the new object for replacement� We only need
to select least cost objects whose accumulated size
is large enough to make room for the new object�

To avoid keeping too many cache records� a typical ag�
ing scheme can be employed� We note that any cache
coherence protocol can be used with our scheme without
a�ecting either cache admission or replacement�



�� Implementation and Evaluation

A preliminary implementation of our techniques us�
ing Windows DDE �Dynamic Data Exchange and the
Netscape browser demonstrates the feasibility of our ap�
proach� We use the Netscape as our Web browser and re�
place the Netscape cache with our caching scheme� This
is done by intercepting HTTP requests using DDE for
making our caching decisions� If a request results in
a cache hit� then Netscape is instructed to display the
cached copy directly from the local disk� For a cache
miss� the Netscape is then requested again to load the
document from remote server�
We have conducted a series of experiments to evaluate

the performance of our caching scheme and to compare
our strategy with traditional caching strategies� Figure �
is the hit rate comparison between di�erent replacement
strategies when the user is simply meandering around
random Web pages without any speci�c target in mind�
In such case� our technique is comparable to the perfor�
mance of traditional LRU strategy and is much better
than FIFO strategy� Figure 
 is the hit rate comparison
when the user is browsing up and down a document tree�
It can be seen that our technique is a clear winner in such
case� The LRU strategy tends to keep the leaf nodes
and remove upper level nodes which does more harm
than good for the tree browsing pattern� In Figure �� we
compare the accumulated browsing time between our ap�
proach and the Netscape cache� Since we use DDE to
communicate with Netscape which incurs an additional
level of overhead� therefore our technique does not per�
form as well as Netscape cache when the cache size is
large� However� when the cache size is small� which is
typical in mobile environment� our technique outmatch
that of Netscape cache� and is much better than the case
when no caching is employed�

�� Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that by taking into account
unique characteristics of mobile environment� caching
can signi�cantly improve the performance of mobile Web
browsing� Based on the same general idea of user�
centered mobile information processing� we are develop�
ing prefetching and predictive data dissemination tech�
niques to work with our caching schemes so as to further
improve the e�ectiveness of Web browsing in mobile en�
vironment�
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Figure �� Hit rate comparison for free browsing pat�
tern�

Figure 
� Hit rate comparison for tree browsing
pattern�



Figure �� Accumulated browsing time comparison�
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